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Following is the text of a speech to he delivered

by the Rt, Hon, Hugh Dalton, M, P,, President of the

Board of .Trade, at the annual meeting of the Northern

Regional Council of the Labour Party at Newcastle this

afternoon:-

The Annual Conference of the Labour Party at Whitsun will take a number

of important decisions. Our Annual Conference has the habit of taking very

commonsense decisions and often of surprising many of the prophets, especially

those who are not very well disposed towards us. Labour ministers are serving

in the Government, because three years ago, at a moment of deep national peril,

our Annual Conference voted by an overwhelming majority that we should come in,

I do. not doubt that it is still the desire of an overwhelming majority in our

party that our full participation in the Government, and in the war effort in

all its forms, should continue. We must strain every nerve to win the war as

soon as possible. We are not yet within sight of the end. The enemy, both

in Europe and the Far East; still -has enormous resources at his command and is

still capable of dealing very heavy blows at us and- our allies* There is a

pause now on the Russian front after the magnificent counter-offensive of the

Red Army. But that may not last long. The splendid victories of our own

troops in North Africa are but the prelude to even greater and harder battles

to come. Enslaved Europe impatiently awaits the hour of liberation. The

Battle of the Atlantic still rages, but has/yet been won*

This surely is a moment when all men and women who are resolute for

victory should be resolute also to keep all our national forces together and

to discountenance all trouble-makers everywhere.

We have a double duty, to make our maximum contribution to the winning of

the war, and to prepare well in advance for the winning of the peace* The

Labour movement, and its representatives in the Government, are doing, and

will continue to do, their utmost under both those heads. Far more has

already been done in post-war planning since this Government took office than

during the whole of the last war. The Trade Union Movement, as is its due,
has been brought far more closely into consultation than ever before. All
this will go on. When victory has been won, it will be for a future Annual

Conference of the Labour Party, or for a special conference, to decide the

future line of action of our party. As regards that future we are free and

uncommitted. But meanwhile we are bound and committed body and soul, to go
all out for victory.
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